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Reaction 6Li(p, 5++)6He.at 1.04 GeV and the 5-N Interaction
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The reaction Li{p,A++) He has been studied at 1.04 GeV for transferred momenta rang-
ing from 0.11 to 0.25 (GeV/c)~. An exponential decrease of the cross section is observed.
A Glauber-type calculation is presented. The possibility of extracting information on o&„
and o. ~g is discussed.

PACS numbers: 25.40.Hb, 13.75.Cs, 21.30.+y

A novel possibility of studying the interactions
of short-lived particles with nucleons was demon-
strated in 1966.' The method analyzes the scat-
tering of such short-lived particles on the nucle-
ons of the same nucleus in which they were pro-
duced. The theoretical methods for interpreting
this process were subsequently extended in 1967'
and 1968.'

Experimentally, the production of p' and N* on
nuclei and their subsequent interactions in the
same nucleus have been studied for the strictly
coherent reactions only at high energies. ' No
such data exist for Z)" (I = 2) production, a proc-
ess which implies a constraint of the isospin of
the final state. The importance of resonances
such as 4's, and especially the 3-3 resonance at
1236 MeV, for intermediate-energy physics prin-
cipally motivated our study of the reaction

p+'Li-b, "+'He
= p + 7l'

at 1.04 GeV, ' at the synchrotron of the Laboratoire
National Saturne.

In a two-body reaction, the measurement of the
energy and angle of one of the two products com-
pletely determines the reaction. We have chosen
to detect the recoil nucleus, in order to get rid
of the noncoherent part of the production (break-
up of the mass-6 nucleus). The experimental set-

up is shown in Fig. 1. The 'He recoil nucleus
was detected in the range 10&E &60 MeV and 34
&8 &62' (in the laboratory system) by a solid-
state detector telescope, thus covering at least
a missing-mass interval 1170&%&1290 MeV, for
transfers 0.11&~ t~ &0.67 (GeV/c)'. In addition,
to overdetermine the reaction, a scintillator ho-
doscope was set up in coincidence with the 'He
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup.
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semiconductor telescope in order to detect the6" decay products (pw'). Information about mul-
tiplicity and angle between decay products was
thus provided. The hodoscope covered a solid
angle of 2 sr and provided a simultaneous meas-
urement of the impacts of the particles. It con-
sisted of a set of 22 scintillators 1.5 m high and
5 cm wide —viewed at each end by photomultipli-
ers. Time signals from the two ends of each ele-
ment allowed a precision of + 2.5 cm on the im-
pact localization. Moreover, four plastic scintil-
lators, covering 0.28 sr, were set up in coinci-
dence with the hodoscope in the region of space
corresponding to the 6"decaying protons. The
mean geometrical efficiency of such a pattern
was about 60%%uo over the intervals 1170&M& 1290
MeV and 0.11&1t1&0.35 (GeV/c)'. The semicon-
ductor telescope, set inside the scattering cham-
ber at 150 mm from the target, was made out of
four silicon detectors (30, 375, 700, and 700
pm); one of them (the second one) was a position-
sensitive detector giving the angular information:
It covered a horizontal aperture of + 5' and al-
lowed a determination of the angle better than
0.1'. The beam intensity was low (5&& 10' to 10' p/
s) in order to avoid pileup in the silicon detec-
tors. The absolute flux of protons was determined
by activation measurements of a carbon sample.
The 'I.i target, laminated under dry argon atmos-
phere, was 3.2 mg/cm' thick. Its isotopic en-

richment was 99.7%%uo. The existence of chemical
impurities due to target-making procedure will
be discussed later. All timing and amplitude sig-
nals characterizing an event were recorded on
magnetic tape on line with help of a PDP 11/45
computer.

Particle identification is achieved by the stand-
ard AE-E method. The contamination of the 'He
spectrum by alphas is smaller than a few percent.
Apart from 'He and A & 6 nuclei, one observes
some 'Li, 'Li, and 'Be nuclei. These come from
fragmentation of the impurity nuclei in the target.
Comparison with the data of Greiner et al. and
Cosset et al. ' allows us to evaluate to about 1%
the part of the 'He spectrum due to the fragmen-
tation of impurities. This subtracted background
is small but becomes significant at the largest
transferred momenta. At high momentum trans-
fer, the signature provided by the hodoscope is
necessary and we have considered events with
hodoscope multiplicities of 1 (proton only) and 2

(proton and pion). Under these conditions, and
after corrections for geometrical and electronic
inefficiencies, we obtain the missing-mass spec-
trum shown in Fig. 2. The resonance is clearly
observed up to 0.2 (GeV/c)' with a 90-MeV full
width at half maximum (FWHM) (slightly smaller
than its free FWHM); the three-body continuum
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FIG. 2. The Li(p, A++) 6He differential cross section
do/dM vs the missing mass M. The four-momentum
transfer interval is 0.09-0.38 (GeV/c)2. The arrows
indicate the experimental cuts for different four-mo-
mentum transfers.

FIG. 3. Differential cross section do/d't vs 1t1 for the
reaction Li(p, h, ++) He at a proton kinetic energy F&
=1.04 GeV. The integration interval in missing mass
is 1170-1290 MeV. A small fragmentation component
has been subtracted.
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is small in this momentum range. Beyond 0.2
(GeV/c)', the statistical significance becomes
weaker; the resonance does not show up clearly
above the three-body continuum which becomes
more difficult to estimate properly. The h++

production cross section has been extracted by
integrating d'o/dt dM over a 1170-1290-MeV in-
terval. It exhibits (see Fig. 3) an exponential de-
crease from 0.12 to 0.35 (GeV/c)' with a slope of
22.6 (GeV/c) '. A maximum seems to appear at
lower values of

~
t~.

Let us try to relate the experimental slope of
the cross section for the reaction p+'Li-6"
+'He to the elementary production cross section
for pp -6"n. We have to disentangle the nucle-
ar structure part from the rescattering correc-
tions, which include the 6-N interaction.

The reaction is treated in the framework of
multiple-scattering theory. ' If we denote by j
the nucleon on which the transition NN- hN takes
place, the total profile function is defined by

r (b, s„.. . , s„,» )
j-1

= exp(iq
~~ », )g [1—r, $ —s,)]1;$—s,.)

x g [I-r,$-s,)],
w'here F„ l"~, and I, stand for the profile func-
tions of NN-NN, NN-bN, and AN-bN, respec-
tively. b, q~~, s~, and z~ represent the impact pa-
rameter, the longitudinal transfer, and the coor-
dinates of nucleon k in the plane perpendicular to
the incident particle axis and along this axis, re-
spectively. By inverting the formula

I'&(b ) = (2ink) 'f e '"'bE&;(q)dq&,

where k is the momentum of the incident particle
in the center-of-mass system and q~ is the trans-
verse transfer, one gets the total amplitude

F~,.(q)=2 g f e"" (f~r, ~i)db.

The cross section is then given by do/dt = (m/k')
x(~E&,.~') where the mean is obtained by summing
over final spin states and averaging over initial
spin states.

The amplitudes for the elastic channels are tak-
en to be

(a+a») A, ggf»(q) = k»o» exp-
4m 2

(subscript X stands for NN or hN), where k»,
0~, n~, and ~E represent the wave number in the
center-of-mass system, the total cross section

for channel K, the ratio of the real to the imagi-
nary part of the amplitude, and the slope. Spin
effects in the rescattering have been neglected in
this first calculation.

For the production channel, a somewhat differ-
ent amplitude has been used in order to take ex-
plicitly into account the transition from a proton
(8= —„I = —,) to a delta (J =-, , I= —,). The amplitude
takes the form

fe(q)= * G(h, k, )"*exP(- '& )5"d",

where 6' and 6" are spin and isospin operators.
The net effect of these operators is to reduce the
cross section with respect to the elementary one
by a factor ~0.

Assuming the wa, ve functions of 'He and 'Li nu-
clei to be antisymmetrized products of individual
particle wave functions, one can calculate the
cross section analytically, provided one uses
wave functions which can be written as products
of a Gaussian [exp(-r'/R')] and a polynomial (in
r'/R ). Because the final expression is very
lengthy, detailed calculations will be presented
in a forthcoming paper.

The values of the parameters a», ~», and
a», after the averaging over spin and isospin,
are taken to be —0.27, 0.22 (GeV/c) ', and 44
mb, respectively. ' e~ is taken equal to 0 while
G is obtained after normalizing to half the experi-
mental pp-b "n cross section (4.3 mb). We
choose x~=0.74 (GeV/c) ' which corresponds to
the decreasing slope with respect to the trans-
verse four-momentum. The parameter R used
to describe the wave function in the harmonic os-
cillator model is obtained from electron scatter-
ing, ' ((r6L ) —(r~'))"'=RV'-'x. This gives R =1.78
fm. The Gartenhaus-Schwartz" prescription has
been used to account for the center-of-mass cor-
rection. The sensitivity to 0.~ and n~ is illus-
trated in Fig. 4. In the plane-wave approximation
the mean slope is steeper than the experimental
one. The value cr~ =40 mb gives a value of the
cross section at low

~ t~ in agreement with the ex-
perimental one. The sensitivity to az,„in this re-
gion is low but increases noticeably with increas-
ing

~ t~. A minimum appears, which comes from
the interferences between the zero-order term
(no rescattering) and the terms including one re-
scattering, either in the entrance or in the exit
channel. Its position depends mainly on the value
of az and is only slightly shifted when nz is
varied. The importance of the second maximum
goes as the value of o~. .As a minimum is not

999
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observed in the experimental results, it seems
more convenient to compare the experimental
slope to the mean theoretical slope, defined by
a line joining the two maxima. A quantitative
agreement occurs for o~ = 40 mb and n ~ = —0.7.

Before drawing more definite conclusions, one
has to test the approximations made. Whereas
the effect of the Coulomb potential is clearly ex-
pected to be small the Coulomb phase shift nev-
er exceeds 0.02 one may question the neglect of
correlations between the nucleons as well as spin
effects in the rescattering terms, which might
produce substantial changes, especially in the
minimum region. A better knowledge of the ele-
mentary 4-production amplitude is crucial, as
the absolute cross section depends much on its
parametrization. In a more fundamental way,
one may question" the validity of considering the
delta as a stable particle as its decay length is
comparable to the nuclear diameter.

One may say that the present reaction shows a
sensitivity to the parameters of the 6-N interac-
tion, but extended experimental and theoretical
work is needed in order to conclude more pre-

cisely. One has to stress that, contrary to the
high-energy case, one is very sensitive to nucle-
ar structure.

We wish to thank C. Lazard and R. Lombard
for fruitful discussions. We are very much in-
debted to Y. Bisson and J. Hervieu for their tech-
nical help and to the engineers and technicians of
the Laboratoire National Saturne for their effi-
cient cooperation. Les Instituts de Physique Nu-
c10aire in Orsay and Villeurbanne are labora-
toires associes a l'Institut National de Physique
Nuclbaire et de Physique des Particules.
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